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NEW SCIENCE 
TRANSACTION SECURITY
OVERVIEW

From research on the latest electronic transaction security technologies 
to comprehensive strategies for reliable mobile payment solutions, 
UL’s New Science advances are helping to support compliance, 
interoperability and security for the latest transaction technology 
implementations.  
 
UL is working with customers across the industry, conducting state- 
of-the-art pilots; analyzing and assessing the security, functionality 
and interoperability of new and existing technologies; enhancing 
implementation processes; and developing unique migration 
architectures to help transition disparate systems to a new platform.
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NFC is well established and widely 
considered the principal mobile 
payment technology because it has 
been successfully piloted, trialed,  
tested and implemented in more  
than 70 countries.6  
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WHY BLE OR NFC MATTERS

Mobile technology, particularly mobile payments, is a reality today that is rapidly 
growing and reshaping both the payment and retail landscapes. With the continued 
expansion of global smartphone usage, the impact of mobility is moving beyond 
e-commerce and changing the shopping experience in bricks-and-mortar retail 
environments. Near Field Communication (NFC) and, more recently, Bluetooth Low 
Energy (BLE), are two technologies at the forefront of these changes. There are 
potential risks and challenges related to each, however, and how they are  
implemented — whether together or one instead of the other — can affect the 
security of the system for consumers, retailers and service providers.

 
CONTEXT  
By the end of 2013, smartphone penetration had passed 20 percent of the world’s 
population, with just over 1.4 billion smartphones in use.1  The market is projected 
to expand 75 percent, reaching 2.5 billion users in 2017.2  These devices have already 
changed the retail experience for millions: research shows that 71 percent of today’s 
smartphone-enabled shoppers expect to view in-store inventory online, 50 percent 
expect to be able to buy products online and pick them up in-store, 56 percent have 
researched products at home and 34 percent have used their phones to research 
products while in-store.3  Smartphones are also playing a significant role in mobile 
payments, which totaled $172 billion globally in 2012.4  Mobile payments are projected  
to increase to $1.3 trillion in 2017, 91 percent of which is projected to be transacted in-
store and 9 percent with online retailers.5 

NFC is well established and widely considered the principal mobile payment 
technology because it has been successfully piloted, trialed, tested and implemented 
in more than 70 countries6, and because of the simplicity and speed NFC can bring 
to the shopping experience.7  This technology allows a shopper to hold a handset 
within a few inches of a point-of-sale (POS) terminal and type in a PIN code to make a 
payment transaction.8  Like NFC, the newer BLE is a data transfer technology that can 
be used to communicate between a smartphone and a payment terminal.9  And while 
BLE was introduced in 2010 (with the high profile PayPal Beacon and Apple iBeacon 
introductions in 2013), it is based on the proven Bluetooth technology that has been 
in broad market use since 2000.10  However, BLE works at distances 100 to 1,000 times 
further than NFC, which adds complexity to payment identification.11  Yet, this may 
also enable BLE beacons to target shoppers with offers, information and payment 
options that could create a new location- and context-relevant shopping experience.12   
Although NFC has been around longer, a mass-adopted winner has yet to emerge 
among mobile payment technologies, and there is still debate as to which will become 
the new standard.13  There is also a question about the optimal roles of BLE and NFC in 
a mobile in-store payment transaction context; specifically, is BLE viable as a substitute 
for NFC, should it have any role in mobile payment schemes or is it best suited as a 
complement to NFC?14
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WHAT DID UL DO?  
UL conducted a rigorous, in-depth assessment of the relative strengths and 
weaknesses of NFC and BLE, which enabled us to develop new insights about the 
optimal role of each technology at retail. We began with a comprehensive review 
of available information on both technologies, including published perspectives 
encompassing a range of “for and against” views for each technology. We wanted 
to understand the technologies and the retail market to determine which better 
addressed existing needs and issues. Our research also covered blogs and articles —  
often representing the experiences of early adopters — as well as news articles, 
scientific papers, NFC case studies and published statements of involved organizations 
about their implementation experiences. Based on this extensive assessment, we 
formed several hypotheses.15

To test and refine our hypotheses, we needed to compare NFC to BLE on a systems level. 
To enable reliable comparisons between NFC (for which significant field performance 
data exists) and BLE (for which field data is lacking), UL designed conceptual BLE 
payment system models. These models build on the known differences between BLE 
and Classic Bluetooth technology, and were developed as follows:  

(1) Dividing the payment system into functional “blocks” based on published   
 performance features. 

(2) Combining these blocks in a non-biased and exhaustive way using  
 a morphological chart to cover every possible configuration. 

(3) Optimizing the BLE payment system alternatives through a process of falsification,  
 which entailed proving a system wrong to identify and address the causes.  

(4) Reviewing each system based on the expert opinions of our peers in the field. 

(5) Making improvements to the system and then repeating the process from  
 step three until each system met our quality standards.16

We then used the optimized BLE conceptual models to explore the three most likely 
BLE payment scenarios based on our assessment of the retail marketplace, as well  
as what is being discussed publicly by retailers and payment service providers:

• Replacing NFC with BLE, which allows for payment at a cashier with  
 agreement on the customer handset. 

• Using the PayPal Beacon hands-free system, based on the proposed implementation  
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BLE supports location-based services, 
identifying a customer’s position in,  
and near, a store over time, which 
allows for targeted marketing  
and information. 

 by PayPal, which entails paying at the cashier with verbal confirmation. 

• “Take and Shake,” in which the shopper scans the items to be purchased  
 and pays without a cashier.17 

UL compared learnings from the three BLE scenarios with the known performance 
parameters of NFC payment systems to develop the following insights.

 Enhancing the Shopping Experience
 BLE supports location-based services, identifying a customer’s position in and   
 near a store over time, which allows for targeted marketing and information.   
 Some examples include convincing customers to enter the store when they   
 pass by, providing customers with indoor directions and targeting a specific   
 customer with a coupon (e.g. after spending some time at the coat section, they  
 receive a coupon for 10 percent off coats within the next 15 minutes). An important  
 reason why couponing might succeed with BLE while it failed with Classic Bluetooth  
 is that with BLE, a customer can opt in, avoiding spamming. This was an issue   
 with couponing via Classic Bluetooth.18

 With NFC, it is possible to have tags around a store to provide additional   
 information to shoppers or to enable them to pick up coupons. This also allows for  
 location-based marketing but requires more effort from the shopper. However, this  
 additional effort could be minimized by employing additional technologies to reach  
 and locate customers without requiring them to scan tags throughout the store  
 (e.g., by using SMS or Wi-Fi).19

 Another potential shift in the shopping experience is related to detailed payment  
 statistics. With BLE, if payment details are not only sent to the POS terminal, but also  
 to the cloud, it would be possible to link specific purchases to a customer account 
 such as, for example, with a loyalty card. This would enable detailed payment  
 statistics to be gathered, which would allow for targeted marketing and couponing  
 based on a shopper’s previous purchases. With NFC, this process would require an  
 additional tap along with a supporting technology and/or a loyalty application that  
 has access to the data.  
 
We then focused on comparing BLE to NFC, based on the in-store mobile payment 
where a customer in a physical store performs a wireless payment transaction with 
a handset. In addition, we wanted to concentrate on the transfer of data during the 
actual payment transaction.20
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 Different Uses Are Supported
 When transferring data, BLE’s longer range allows for increased convenience   
 (more flexibility in how a retailer enables consumers to pay). NFC’s shorter   
 range makes spying on the transferred data more difficult, which enhances   
 security when performing short-distance transactions. Because of its longer range  
 and low-power beacons, BLE is ideally used for positioning information about a  
 device in relation to its surroundings (e.g., for mapping). The principle underlying  
 the use of both technologies is different: with NFC, customers are targeted based on  
 their  range while with BLE, customers are targeted based on their mapped position.21

 One of the main differences between an NFC and a BLE transaction is the distance  
 over which a payment transaction can occur. With NFC, the customer has to  
 hold the handset a few centimeters from the POS terminal to make a connection.  
 An important difference from an infrastructure perspective is that an NFC-capable  
 antenna is already an integrated and certified part of a growing number of POS  
 terminals and even some ATMs. Because of this, no separate receiver (beacon) is   
 required, as is the case with BLE.22

 Advantages of BLE Over NFC
 Relative to the payment transaction, BLE has one main advantage over NFC:   
 payment freedom. Specifically, BLE makes it possible to connect to a POS terminal  
 or the cloud from anywhere in a store, even when it is a crowded indoor location.  
 This gives customers the freedom to pay anywhere they want and thus avoid  
 waiting in line (i.e., the “Take and Shake” scenario), and would most likely be a  
 card-not-present transaction. Furthermore, if the system included an automated  
 BLE connection in combination with a pre-authorized payment transaction, this  
 would allow for hands-free payment transactions (i.e., the PayPal Beacon scenario).  
 On the other hand, an NFC payment transaction always needs a nearby POS  
 terminal and does not allow for hands-free payment transactions.23

 Disadvantages of BLE Compared to NFC
 BLE has four disadvantages compared to NFC, relative to payment transactions:  

 1)  NFC is more secure principally because its shorter operating distance  
  makes spying more difficult.  

 2)  NFC more easily enables card-present transactions against lower transaction   
  fees compared to the card-not-present transactions supported by BLE.  

 3)  NFC is compatible in a broader contactless environment.  

 4)  NFC presumably requires less investment in POS technology.24
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The disadvantage for BLE is that safer 
and cheaper card-present transactions 
are already a reality for NFC.

	 	 1.	Security
  With NFC, the short distance over which a transaction occurs provides   
  additional visual security because the customer sees the POS terminal   
  with which the handset communicates. This feature is lacking with BLE  
  payment transactions over longer distances, which relates to all three BLE   
  scenarios. Because of this, with BLE it will also be easier to spy on and interfere  
  with the secure data being transmitted during a transaction. Another threat  
  to POS terminals and handsets using BLE is a Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack,  
  in which hackers prevent shoppers from using the service. Often,  
  the DoS attack is part of a larger intrusion. An additional security problem  
  with a hands-free payment transaction (related to the PayPal Beacon scenario)  
  is that a proof of payment (a “handshake”) is missing. A merchant cannot  
  prove that all customers gave verbal permissions for transactions, except when  
  the merchant records all transactions, which could create significant  
  bottlenecks at checkout.25 

	 	 2.	Card-Present	or	Card-Not-Present	Transactions
  For a card-present transaction to happen, BLE requires a similar setup for  
  hardware and software, related to the POS terminal and the handset.  
  The main difficulty for BLE is that the hardware and software used should be  
  compliant with and certified by the existing payment networks. Given   
  the potential security issues outlined above, it may be difficult to obtain these  
  certifications. And even if a BLE POS terminal/beacon and handset are certified,  
  the process will still require a large amount of time, as it does for NFC.26  

  It would require less time to enable a card-not-present transaction using   
  BLE because the need to directly connect to the existing payment networks  
  would be eliminated. The main issue with this option is cost: card-not- 
  present transactions are more expensive since they are less secure than  
  card-present transactions. The disadvantage for BLE is that safer and cheaper  
  card-present transactions are already a reality for NFC.27 

	 	 3.	Interoperability	With	Contactless	Payment	Systems
  NFC is compatible with most existing contactless payment systems (and with  
  transit systems as well) since they all operate at the same radio frequency.   
  Because BLE operates at a different radio frequency, it lacks backwards  
  compatibility with existing contactless payment cards. In addition, an NFC  
  infrastructure is already in place, both in the payment and transit industries.  
  Because NFC is a compatible technology, both industries are investing in NFC.  
  NFC has an advantage over BLE because it has mature standards and  
  certification requirements along with certified hardware and software  
  available on the market.28
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	 	 4.	Issues	With	Accurate	Mapping
  With NFC, a shopper and merchant are linked to each other via a single   
  tap. For BLE, another step is needed to select the right device and customer. In  
  other words, with NFC, shoppers identify themselves and their location to a  
  merchant and a transaction with a tap between their handset and a POS.   
  With BLE, shoppers are identified by  their position, either through BLE   
  triangulation or through BLE distance; this position is then linked to the   
  merchant. An additional selection step is needed in order to match the  
  customer with the right transaction.29 

  Because of this selection, location determination is needed for the “Replacing  
  NFC with BLE” and the PayPal Beacon scenarios because, if the shopper’s  
  position is not known, and they simply check in and out, it would be impossible  
  for a cashier to select their account quickly if there are tens or hundreds of   
  people in the store. A solution would be to let the shopper self-identify by  
  entering a code, but this would eliminate hands-free payment transactions.30  

  If the shopper were identified manually — for example, as a default option   
  by the cashier — there would be a risk of either unintentional or intentional  
  human error. Automated recognition, in addition to location determination,  
  could use facial recognition technologies to rule out human error, but it would  
  be unable to rule out all potential errors. Both manual and automated   
  identification require high-quality photographs of shoppers, and both forms  
  would require additional investments in hardware and software. It should be  
  noted that implementing any type of recognition that involves biometric   
  information or storage of a shopper’s movements might incur difficulties   
  related to privacy concerns.31 

  With the “Take and Shake” scenario, location determination or cashier   
  identification is irrelevant because the shoppers would identify themselves.  
  With NFC, location determination is also irrelevant because of the short range  
  over which the payment transaction occurs.32 

Our conclusion is that, compared to BLE, NFC remains the preferred technology for  
the in-store mobile payment transaction. We also believe that BLE has the potential  
to improve the overall shopping experience surrounding this secure payment 
transaction because of the enhanced location-based services BLE makes possible  
for target shoppers.33
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IMPACT

UL is committed to staying abreast of technological advancements to safeguard 
transactions; enhance their security, interoperability and effectiveness; and protect 
shoppers, retailers and service providers. In the case of BLE, and the debate about 
how this technology compares to NFC as a payment platform, our conceptual models 
enabled us to develop a robust set of insights. Our assessment is that NFC provides the 
most secure mobile technology for retail payments. We will, however, closely monitor 
future developments with both BLE and NFC and update our assessment as warranted.
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